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Buy only if on sale. It's nice but I literally finished this game in half an hour, from time of purchase to time of completion, and I
wasn't even rushing. I like the happy background music and the simplicity of the game. Just get it if you are up for simple
clicking and process of elimination. Just don't expect anything fancy.. Call the cops , I was robbed !!! With a price tag of $3.99
(American dollars) and only getting two (2) levels for the whole game (So thats $2 a level/round) is it worth such a steep price
tag. Although it was was a cute and amusing game, I would higly recommend waiting for more content to be added to the game
or the price to drop alot .. The game was short, sweet and simple. I was able to complete the game withn 1-2 hours tops.. Call the
cops , I was robbed !!! With a price tag of $3.99 (American dollars) and only getting two (2) levels for the whole game (So thats
$2 a level/round) is it worth such a steep price tag. Although it was was a cute and amusing game, I would higly recommend
waiting for more content to be added to the game or the price to drop alot .. Fun little time waster. You are stranded on a beach.
Chill out and build stuff. Cute graphics. Simple game play.. I really like this game! Very simple and to the point with relaxing
tropical background music. I rate it a solid 8/10 bananas! Good job Joystick Knights, I am eager to see what you come out with
next! If you need a bit of gameplay in order to determine your purchase, follow the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3XTLjIQ6XE. Very cute one! Actually it seems like a little bit of alchemy (that game
u2018bout elementu2019s creating) or some crafting-based games that was settled on the beach. Btw - nice tropical music!
What I didnu2019t like - game ends pretty fast.

Jelly Wants More Now Available! : Our other game called Jelly Wants More is out! Enter a thrilling and crazy world of hot girls
and jellies.. Meet our new game! : Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Fading Visage is out! It's a mystical
horror game where you are to explore gloomy locations and reveal a terrible secret. Youll have to search for clues that can shed
light on a long forgotten incident. The incident that YOU are somehow involved in.. Meet our new game! : Hey guys, we have
good news for you! Our other game Emergency Robot Simulator is out! Explore the territory contaminated by radiation. Your
task is to measure the background radiation, neutralize the main radiation hotspots and recover the GPS signal.. Summer Sale -
Escape From Cozy Island 65% Off : All hail the Summer sale! Do not hesitate - our Cozy Island awaits you, especially now
when you can get there with really nice 65% discount! Do not miss it! Best Regards, Joystick Knights. Meet our new game! :
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Emergency Robot Simulator is out! Explore the territory contaminated
by radiation. Your task is to measure the background radiation, neutralize the main radiation hotspots and recover the GPS
signal.. Joystick Knights presents: "Two-In-One" bundle : Greetings! Please take a look at the bundle, which contains two our
games! Escape From Cozy Island - survive on a tropical island, craft tools and make the island a comfortable place to live!
Indian Mutiny: Little Sepoy - take on the role of a brave rebel boy and shoot stones from a slingshot at your enemies - soldiers
of the relentless British army! You can get the bundle following the link below - of course, at a discount.. Jelly Wants More
Now Available! : Our other game called Jelly Wants More is out! Enter a thrilling and crazy world of hot girls and jellies.. Meet
out new game! : Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Indian Mutiny: Little Sepoy is out! It's a challenging
arcade game that brings you back in the 19th century.. Meet out new game! : Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other
game Indian Mutiny: Little Sepoy is out! It's a challenging arcade game that brings you back in the 19th century.
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